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INVESTIGATION OF PERFORMANCE Or 9-CYLINDER EMGIME USI~G

LARGE VALVE OVERLAP AED ECLIPSE FUEIF13ZJECl!IOll SYSTEM

By Alfred ~. young

INTRODUCTION

Single-cylinder tests made with several different
engines over a period of years have shown that a large
overlap between the time of Inlet valvs opening and
exhaust valve cloelng results In a considerable increase
in the maximum power obtainable from a supercharged engine .
and reduces the cylinder temperatures at a given power out-
put- (See references 1. 2. and 3.) Howaver, large valve
overlap requlree the use of fuel injection Into the cylln-
der in order to prevent fuel from being wasted In case
some of the intnke air pasees directly out through the
exhaust valve during the ovorlap period, Furthermore,
Idling of the engine equipped with valve overlap Is almost
imposslblo unless spectal provisions are made to improve
it.

In order to learu somethiag of the prnctical possi-
bilities of using lnrgecvnlve ovorlap the Bureau of
Aeronautics loa=ed to the Committee a 9-cylinder radial
engine equiFFed with a fuel-injection system. A 8Fecial
cam ring giving 130° of valve overlap was obtaified for
this englbe. This report discusses the results of tgsts
made with this engine to determine the power output and
to investigate noans for improving the Idling, together
with idling tests made on n single-cylinder engine.

EQUIPMEMT

The engine used for these teBts was a 9-cVlinder
Pratt & Whitney ‘Waspll R-1340-12. It had a compression
ratio of 6 to 1, a blower drive ratio of 10 to 1, and
was rated at 550 horsepower at 2100 rFm at sea level.
It was equipped with an Eclipse fuel-injection system

The fuel-inJection pump was an Eclipse model M-3475X.
It was mounted on the rear of the engine and driven through
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gearing from the starter shaft. The pump consists of
nine lapped plungers arranged In a circle with their
axes parallel. They are aperated through a constant
stroke by ~eans of a cam. The fuel quantity IEI con-
trolled by varying the start of injection by moving
axially ui~e hardened steel spools which ride on small-
dianeter extensions of the plungers. These pi-anger
extecsians project through the naln body of the pump

. Into a low-pressure fuel chamber. By-pass ports In the
plunger extensions are covered by the spools at the point
in the plu~ger travel at which It is desired to have the
Injection start. An autonatic mixture-control device
Is uade integral with the pump. Thfs device Is supposed.
to regulate the air throttle accordi=g to the pump throttle
position and the manifold pressure and temperature. How
ever, this device was disconnected for all tests and the
fuel- air ratio was rmgulated by adjusting the pump and air
throttlee separatel~.

The fuel-icjection valves are screwed into special
holes in the cylinfier heads as shown in figtire 1. At a
fuel pre~sure of 450 Foun5s per square inch the spring
loaded valve stem opens inwardly toward the combustion
chamber to inject the fuel in a cone-shaped spray of
approximately 28° Iacluded angle. The injection was
timed to start at about 400 after top center on the
suction stroke for full-load fuel quantity. The full-
throttle f~jection period is approximately 80 crankshaft
degrees.

The engine cylinders and pistons had been modified
a8 Sfiowc in flg”lre 1. The intake valve Is shorter than
standard and Is partially shrouded by the ledge which had
been added in the cylinder head. The top of the piston
is grooved In eccentric circles for the purpose of re-
flecting the fuel spray and Improving the mixing of the
fuel and air.

Single-cylinder tests had been made with the same
type of cylinder piston, and Injection equipment and with
cams giving normal ti~ing and valve overlaps of 120° and
1400. As a result of the information obtained in these
teets, 1300 of valve overlap was chosen as the timing for
a special cam ring for the R-1340-12 engine.

The designed valve timing with the standard cam and
with the overlap cam is given in table 1. The actual



timing wae within a few degrees of these values. It
... will be noted that the overlap timing changed only the

intake opening and exhausb c~o-ein’gevents.

Army Air Corps 100-octane gasoline was used In all
teetam One-half of 1 percent of lubricating oil wae
added to the gasoline to insure some lubrication of the
Injection pump plungers.

Tho engine was first mounted upon an outdoor torque
stand. This stand was actually a model mounting frame
from the 20-foot propeller-research tunnel. A flight
propeller was used to absorb the engine power and to
supply cooling air. A torque balance served to givo a
rough check of the power output, but accurate power
measurements with this aquipment were not possible
because of the variable effect of the wind. This equip-
ment was used to make preliminary tests of the engine and
Injection ~ystem and to determine the effect of a 8yetem
of individual air thrcttles for each cylinder which wae
designed to Improve the idling of the engine when using
valve overlap.

A test bench set-up for the fuel-injection pump and
injection valves was used to facilitate checking and
adJustiag the fuel quantity delivered by each of the pump
cylinders.

To obtain data on the engine powor with the normal
and the overlap cams the engine was mounted on a dynamom-
eter stand of the Air Corps Mat<riel Division at Wright
Field. Ill this set-up cooling air.was 8Upplied by a
blower and the engine po~er was absorbed by an electric
dynamometer and a water brake. Additional boost pressure
was obtained for some runs by connecting the air intake
to tho cooling air mystem of an adjacent test Btand.

A slnglc+cylinder test engine having the same type
cylinder and piston as the 9-cylinder radial engine was
used for idling tests with special hydraulically controlled
valve tappets which reduced the amount of valve overlap
when idling.
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TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamometer Tests

The dynamometer tests were carried out at speeds of
1500, 1700, 1900, 2100, and 2200 rpm. A range of mantfold
pressures from 22 to 38 inchee of mercury abeolute was
covered at each speed except where the highest value could
not be reached. The lower preseures were obtained IF
partly closing the air throttle valve which replaced the
carburetor on this engine. When full-throttle manifold
pressure was reached the engine wae boosted etill further
by taking air from the cooling alr hood of an adjacent
teet stand. Approximately 2 inchee of marcury increase
in the intake etack pressure could be obtained In this
way.

Friction runs were made over the same range of speeds
an~ manifold preesures as the pover runs. The friction
runs were made ~ith aFrroximately the same oil In tempera-
ture as the power rune and rith no cooling air over the
engine.

Figures 2 to 6 show the brake and friction mean .
effective preesures for this sngine over the range of
Bpeede and manifold preesures covered. The resulte
with both the etandard cam and the overlap cam are ehown
on the same figuree. The data have been corrected to
standard air te~erature on the aseumptlon that the
Izdlcated mean effective pressure varies invereely ae the
square root of the absolute temperature at the air intake.
Thle assumption Is s-~fficiently accurate for small correc-
tions. No correction has been made for varying atmospheric
pressure because this would Involve a change in the back
pressure acting on the engine. Instead, the absolute dry
atmospheric Fressure for each set of rune has been shown
on the curvee. This is the pressure at the engine exhaust.

It Is evident that when tho intake manifold preseure
and exhaust pressure are equal the Fewer using the over-
lap cam is approximately the same as that with the standard
cam. When the manifold pressure is increased the valve
overlap engine shows a rapid “iqrovement in power over
the normal engine at first, until a boost of 2 or 3 inches
of mercury is reached. At higher boosts the power advan-
tage continues to increase, but the rate of Increase
drops off, gradually reducing the advantage to a conBtant
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figure. As the Intake pressure Is reduced below the ex-
haust pressure the power falls off more rapidly with the
-overlap cam than with the standard”’cam,”- - ‘--‘-‘ “ -

The difference in shape of the curves of brake mean
effective pressure versus manifold pressure for the stand-
ard and overlap came is caused by the different amounts of
scavenging of the clearanco volume. Rhen bcth the Intake
and exhaust valves are open for an appreciable time at the
top of the stroke, as Is the case w:i%h 1300 of valve over-
lap, and there 1s a difference betwee~ the intake and ex-
houst pressures, there wtll be a flow of air In one dlrec-
tlon or the other- When the intake pressure is higher
than the exhaust preseure there is a tendency for fresh
air to flow Into the cylinder, forcing the spent gas out
past the exhaust valve. As the pressure difference Is
increased a larger amount of exhaust gas is replaced with
fresh charge. However, with a pressure difference of
perhaps 3 to 5 Inches of mercury most of the exhaust gas
is forced out, acd at higher pressure differences freeh
air flows out the exhaust port and is wasted, If the
pressure diference is Increased to a point where no
additional exhaust gas is displaced, the slope of the
brake mean effective Eressure curves for the overlap
and standard cams ehould become practically the same.
l’or the case of the intake throttled below the exhaust
pressure the flow through the valves will, of course,
be reversed. Some exhaust gas will be drawn Into the
Intake manifold and the amount of fresh charge drawn into
the cylinder will be reduced.

Figure 7 shows the percentage change in brake mean
effective pressure due to valve overlap, as taken from the
curves of figures 2 to 68 The overlap cam sho=s a rapid
improvement of from 11 to 14 percent increase in brake
mean effective pressure with the first 3 Inches of mercury
boost of Inlet manifold pressure over exhaust pressure.
With Increaee in boost pressure to about 9 inches of
mercur~ ovor the exhaust pressure, the maximum reached In
these tests, the brake mean effective pressure continues
to show an improvement up to 15 to 17 percent. There are
some variations in the curves, probably due partly to
speed effecte and partly to variations In the fairing of
the original brake’ mean effective pressure curves.

The Increaae in pdwer obtained by using valve over-
lap Is less with this engine than has been obtained on
test engines’having two inlet and two exhaust valves.

1.
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Valve overlap experiments with a number of two-valve and
four-valve test engines have indicated that the four-
valve construction results in better scavenging o.f the
exhauet ga~ee. (See reference 3.)

The friction mean effective pressure both with the
standard cams and with the overlap cams is also shown
on figures 2 to 6. The friction 1s very nearly the same
for the two conditions. The slight but consistent dif-
ference in favor of the overlap cama may be explalnod”’by
tho fact that the oil In temperature averaged 5° to 10oF
hig”ner during the friction runs with the overlap cama.

Yigure 8 ahowa fuel-consumption 100pa for two operat-
ing conditions with the standard and with the overlap cama.
Tor both conditions the overlap cam ahowa slightly higher
epeclflc fuel conaumptlon both at best economy and at maxi-
mum power, although at any given apeciflc fuel consumption
more power is obtained when using the valve overlap. The
reasoz for the observed difference in apeclfic fuel con-
sumption is difficult to find. A poaaible cauae might be
the ificreased load on the supercharger due to the larger
amount of air used with valve overlap. However, this
factor waa not sufficient to show up on the friction curves
of figuree 2 to 6. The fuel consumption throughout these
tests waa somewhat higher than it should have been becauae
of uneven distribution of fuel among the engine cylinders,
aa evidenced by differezcea in the color of the exhausta.
The construction of the Injection pump made adjustment of
the fuel quantity pumped to the different cylinders very
difficult, and there was some variation in the relative
amounta of fuel pumped to the different cylinders with
chaage in throttle setting.

Idling Teata

An engine using a large amount of valve overlap will
not idle properly uGleaa acme special provlalona are made
for Idling operation. The reaaon is that a reduced pressure
exists in the intake maalfold, azd Then both valvea are
open exhauet gas is drawn back Into the intake pasaagea,
On the following auction stroke some of this exhauat gas
ia drawn into the cylinder. and when thla condition reaches
a certain atage It reaulta In uneven running or stalling
of the engine. TwO way~ of overcoming this trouble during

I



idling have been investigated. .One
of exhust gas which could be drawn
,system by .rsdue-ing’to a timimum the

7.

reduced the amount
back into the ~n~ake “
volum~ of “the-intake—

system which was below atmospheric” pressure; th”e other
changed the valve timing to reduce the amount of overlap
when Idling was desired.

.“.

Sveci~l throttlo valvee.- “ghe method of i~roving “ “
the idling with valve overlap which was first tried wae
the u~e of separate throttles close to the inta?ce valve
of each cylinder. Ui”~h this arrangement a reduced pr.eesu”re
could exist only in the small space between the intake
valve and the thsottle~ and the amount of exhaust gas which
“could be drawn from this apace into the cyllnder on the
suction etroke wam so small that idling wae not affected.
This scheme had been found to work well with “a single-
cyllnder engine. (See reference 1.)

The separate throttle arrangement Is shown installed
on the R-134(3-12 engine in figure 9. Figure 10 ehowe th6
construction In more detail. A emall spacer having a
butterfly throttle valve mounted in it was Installed
between each of the cylinders and its intake pipe. Thq
nine throttles were interconnected by means of a linkage
to operate elmultaneoualym With thle arrangement taatle-
factory Idling could be obtained down to 300 rpm with
propeller load. However, since there were no etopd on
the throttleB it was eaey to stall the engine by closing
them completely. A modification wae then made by drilling
a 0.1286-inch leak hole through each of the butterfly
valves. The throttles could then by closed completely and
the engine would idle emoothly at 400 rpm. It is probable
that with this throt%le arrangement exhaust gas is not
drawn back even into the emall spaces between the intake
valvee and the throttles, for, during three strokes of
the cycle, air can leek past the throttle valves to raise
the pressure In these spacee to that in the reet of: the
Iptake ~nifold.

While the separate throttle valves work well topermlt
idling there are several possible ob~ectlonta to their uee.
One la the added weight and complloatlon of the eeparate
throttlee with their connecting linkage. A e.econd .1s the
throttling o% the engine on the pressure side of the super-
charger instead of the auction side, which would probably
affect the supercharger design and might lead to some
sacrifice of supercharger efficiency. However, this ob-
jection could be overcome by uej.ng the conventional throttle
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a-s well, clouing the special throttles only for Idling.
A third possible ob~ection is the difficulty of installing
throttles in the intake passages without reducing the
volumetric efficiency of the engine.

~ontrollable valve tamp eta.- The second meano of
obtaining good idling operation whloh was tried was the
use of special valve tappets which could be shortened
while the engine was running, In this way the tappet
clearance was Increased and the valve timing changed to
reduce the overlap period. This arrangement wan tried on
the single-cylinder test engine.

The construction of the special valve tappets is shown
In figure 110 The ‘zero-lashw principle for hydraulic
valve tappets was ueed and the deeign was worked out to
Include a means for collapsing the tappets to provide a
large clearance and reduce the valve lift. Figure 11
shows the tappet assembly In the collapsed posltion~ al-
though the puskrod seat is held up against the push rod . “
by a spring to prevent looseaess of the rod. To extend the
tappet for normal operatton with overlap timing the con-
trol valve is turned to allow engine oil under pressure to
flow into the tappet. The flow of oil is through the
mating holes shown, which register only when the tappet
Is resting on the circular part of the cam as shown. oil
presgure forces the piston valve down, thus cutting off
the oil return passage. 011 then flows up past the ball
check valve, forcing the piston away from the valve body and
increasing the effective length of the tappet. The tappet
is extended in this way to eliminate all clearance, and
any oil leakage Is replaced with fresh oil each time the
tappet comes to the bottom of its stroke. In this way the
tappet maintains zero clearance continuously.

When idling operation is desired the control valve
is turned to connect the tappet oil line with a drain Into
the crankcase. This relieves the pressure on the piston
valve and the spring forces it upward, opening the oil
return passage and permitting the tappet to shorten until
the piston rests on the valve body. The engine then
operates with a predetermined large clearance which is
sufficient to reduce the valve lift to a point where the
amount of valve overlap is not obJectionable-

The operation of the special hydraulic tappets was
checked on the eingle-cyllnder test englne~ When oil



pressure was applied to them they extended to the normal
operating length with no perceptible time lag, and when
the drain was-opened they collapeed in a period of 2 or
8 seconds. With the. engine valve clearance ad~usted to
0.095 inoh with the tappets collapsed the overlap period
was approximately 15 crank degrees and smooth idling was
obtained down to 200 rpm.

The special hydraullc tappets furnish a positive
method of obtaining good Idling operation of an engine
using large valve overlap. Perhaps the strongest ob-
#ection to them Is thatmany engines furnish oil to the
rocker arms through the valve tappets and hollow push-
rod tubes, and the special tappets are not easily adapted
to this function.

The data presented have shown the improvement in
power which can be obtained ty the use of valve c~erlap.
Unpublished data have shown that cylinder temperatures at
a given power outFut are lorer for an engine using valve
overlap tha~ for one using conventional valve timing.
This reduction In temperature is brought about because
a given power output Is obtained with lover manifold
pressuree and temperatures and because of the more
complete scavenging of the hot exhaust gases. It has
also been shown that satisfactory idling can be obtained
with an engine using valve overlap pro~ldeti suitable
mocificatlons are incorporated In the engine.

The use of large valve overlap has been prevented
largely because of the lack of fuel-injection equipment
which was ewitable for service uee. It may be advisable
to point out here the possibility of realizing the ad-
vantages of large valve overlap on some engines which use
a carburetor= When maximum power is negded only for take
off or emergency condition, as may be the case for tran-
sport or bombardment airplanes, the waste of some fuel
during the periods of full-power operation will not be
serious. If euch engines can be designed to operate
with either standard timing or large valve overlaps
possibly m the use of a double cam which can be shifted
to either operating position at the will of the pilot,
pore po~er can be made available for take-off by using the
overlap timing, because of the reductlou in engine tempera-
tures.

--.,,. ■ ✎ ■ mmm.--mmm-mn —mn m m ., mmmm mm. ■m.
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COECLUSIOMS

1. The use of 130 crank degreee of valve overlap
resulted in power increaees of from 11 to 17 percefit at “
boost pressares from 3 to 9 inches of mercury above the
exhautat pressure.

2. Satisfactory Idling can be obtained with large
valve overlap by using separate air throttle val~es close
to each cylinder or by using controllable valve tappetm
which permit increasing the tappet clearances for Idling.
Any method of using a double set of cams to permit running
with either standard or overlap timing wI1lS of course,
also permit proper idling.

3. For certain carburetor-equipped engines required
to produce maximum power for ehort periods only the use of
large valve overlap may be desirable provided means for
operating with either standard or overlap tlning can be
develo~6d.

4. For the two conditions of speed and manifcld
pressure te~ted the overlap cams resulted In about 3 per-
cent higher specific fuel consumption, accompanied by e
power increase of 12 to 14 percent.

..

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Xational Advisory Committee for Aeronaut$ca,

Langley ~ield, Va.
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Table I

Valve Timing Hith Standard azd 130 ‘ Overlap Cams=

Standard Ti=lng, deg. Overlap timlng,deg

Intake opens 26 B.T.C. 70 B.T.C.

Intake closes 76 A.B.C. 76 A.E.C.

Efiaust opans 7i Bs3.C. 71 3.B.C.

Exhaust closes 31 A.T.C. 60 A.T.C.

I
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Figure l.- Engine cylinder and injectionvalve.
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F@re 2.- Brake and frictionmean effectivepressure
at 1500 rpm with standardand 1300 overlap

aams. R-1340-12engine.
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Figure 4.- Brake and frictionmean effectivepressure Figure 5.- Brake and friotion mean effective &
at 1900 rpm with standard and 1300 overlap preeeure at 2100 rpmwith standard $

cmms.R-1340-12 engine. and 1300 overlap oem. R-1340-12 engine. &
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Fig. 8

Figure 8.- Breke mean effective preemu-e and
specific fuel consumption with

standard cam and with 1300 overlap csm for
two operating conditions.
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Figure 9.-Engine with special air throttles for idling, mounted on outdoor torque stand.
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Figure 10. - (he of the nine air throttle valves. G
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